Abstract. The two-body problem of M 31 and the Milky Way (MW) galaxies with a cosmological constant background is studied, with emphasis on the possibility that they experienced past encounters. By implementing the initial conditions of the big bang and the last measured relative distance and velocities (i.e. the Timing Argument), it is shown that if M 31 and the MW had more than one encounter then the mass of the Local Group (LG) would be a few times higher than if there had been no encounters. Past encounters are possible only for non-zero transverse velocity, and their viability is subject to observations of the imprints of such near collisions. While it has been previously shown that the presence of the cosmological constant requires a higher mass for the LG, here, using a recent Gaia -based measurement of the transverse velocity the derived LG mass is 3.36 +1.14 −0.7 · 10 12 M with no cosmological constant or 4.54 −1.58 · 10 12 M with a cosmological constant background. Modified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND) is also studied, as the accelerations of the Local Group are fully in the deep MOND regime. MOND yields the order of magnitude for the expected baryonic mass only after one past encounter, assuming MOND does not include dark matter. While we only consider the LG as two point masses, our calculations provide a benchmark for future work with simulations to test the effect of the finite size of galaxies and tidal fields due to the neighbouring structures. This model can be also used to test screening mechanisms and alternative theories of gravity.
logical constant background is studied, with emphasis on the possibility that they experienced past encounters. By implementing the initial conditions of the big bang and the last measured relative distance and velocities (i.e. the Timing Argument), it is shown that if M 31 and the MW had more than one encounter then the mass of the Local Group (LG) would be a few times higher than if there had been no encounters. Past encounters are possible only for non-zero transverse velocity, and their viability is subject to observations of the imprints of such near collisions. While it has been previously shown that the presence of the cosmological constant requires a higher mass for the LG, here, using a recent Gaia -based measurement of the transverse velocity the derived LG mass is 3.36 +2.22 −1.58 · 10 12 M with a cosmological constant background. Modified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND) is also studied, as the accelerations of the Local Group are fully in the deep MOND regime. MOND yields the order of magnitude for the expected baryonic mass only after one past encounter, assuming MOND does not include dark matter. While we only consider the LG as two point masses, our calculations provide a benchmark for future work with simulations to test the effect of the finite size of galaxies and tidal fields due to the neighbouring structures. This model can be also used to test screening mechanisms and alternative theories of gravity.
Introduction
The mass of the Local Group is a crucially and important parameter. However, its observational determination is challenging as a consequence of the fact that the mass of the LG is dominated by dark matter which cannot be directly observed. The Timing Argument (TA) was proposed in [1] and was discussed in [2] for the Local Group, as one of the historical probes of the missing mass problem. The TA assumes that Milky Way (M W ) and Andromeda (M 31) have been approaching each other despite cosmic expansion. In its simplest version, the LG consists of the M W and M 31 as two isolated point masses. Briefly after the big bang these two galaxies must have been in the same place with zero separation. Due to the Hubble expansion these two galaxies moved apart. After a long time, they slowed down and then moved forward each other again, as a consequence of the Newtonian gravity.
Earlier estimations for the LG mass have been done with different methods: considering simulations [3] [4] [5] [6] , the TA as much as the viral theorem [7] [8], numerical action method [9] and machine learning [10] . The estimations yield in the range of 10 12 M . A surprising fact, observed in Ref. [11] , where it is stated that the presence of the cosmological constant causes the predicted mass of the LG, when considering the timing argument, to be higher by 13%. Where the cosmological constant and dark matter constitute most of our observable Universe [12] [13] . This argument uses the measurements that stated that the tangential velocity of M31 is much lower then its radial velocity. However, taking into account that the tangential velocity produces an angular momentum, which allows to past encounters (PE) of the LG during the past of the universe avoiding a straight head on collision. In this paper we investigate the effects of the PE of predicted mass of the LG and we showed that higher encounters demanding higher for the LG. Although the latest Gaia measurements analyses [14] do not imply for past encounters between the Milky Way and Andromeda, our calculations predict the impact on the LG if PE took place.
Another explanation for the galactic rotation curve, beyond the existence of dark matter, is the Modified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND). For very low accelerations the deep MOND regime requires a totally different behavior of Newtonian Second Law. The accelerations obtained for M 31 are much lower from the critical acceleration of MOND. Hence, the LG is the perfectly natural lab to test MOND. Earlier publications considered MOND analyses for the LG mass, but didn't take into account the effects of the cosmological constant or analyzed with different background solutions as power law universes. This paper analyses the complete impact of MOND with or without a cosmological constant in the presence of angular momentum. The statement with respect to MOND is that the LG could have the same order of masses as other models predicted, only if we consider four encounters in the past of the LG, which have to be explained why those galaxies did not merge after some encounter, but if the relevant mass is only the baryonic mass (there is no dark matter in MOND), only one past encounter is sufficient.
As observed in Ref. [15] , for local scales (up to 30 M pc) the expansion of space time is governed only by the cosmological constant without effects of dark energy on the local scale parameter. In the case of the Local Group, the standard distances are in order of 1 M pc, well inside this limit. This is unlike [16] [17] that include MOND with dark matter with a cosmological background, where dark MOND should be a different explanation for dark matter. This can be understood also by our statement that inside a small spherical radius, the dynamics is not affected from eternal mass distribution. However, the cosmological constant has to be taken into account because this is a local and constant effect that exists at any point in space time. Therefore, in our analyses of the Local Group, we can avoid the part of the Hubble Parameter which includes dark matter contribution, one should point out that MOND is inconsistent with an homogeneous and isotropic cosmology [18] , but we do not solve a cosmological problem, rather a local problem, which is well defined in MOND.
The structure of this paper is as follows: In section (2) we discuss the formalism of two body motion with a cosmological constant, with the LG standard units. In section (3) we explain the numerical method for extracting the mass of the LG for one dimensional case. In section (4) we explain the same analysis considering angular momentum in two dimensional case. In section (5) we compare the result under MOND laws, and discuss the evolution of the motion of the galaxies. We conclude the results and make the statements for further publications.
Extended two-body problem

Basic formulation
Dark energy is a relativistic entity with a rigorous description possible only in the framework of General Relativity. Nevertheless, the anti-gravity it produces can be described in the language of Newtonian mechanics in a non-relativistic approximation, in which the square of the characteristic velocities and the spatial differences in the gravitational potential are small compared to the speed of light.
The effect of on the motion of a test body can be considered in the framework of the spherically symmetric Schwarzschild vacuum solution with a cosmological constant. In the weak field limit, this metric reads: where c is the speed of light in vacuum. The potential becomes:
where G is the Newtonian gravitational constant. The total Lagrangian for two particles with this potential reads the term [19] :
Notice that the action has a symmetry under m 1 r 1 ↔ m 2 r 2 . Let us consider the center of mass and relative motions. The center of mass coordinate system is defined by the parameters:
In the center of mass system, the Lagrangian can be re-written as:
Due to cosmological constant, the center of mass of the system is subject to an effective repulsive force. After specification the polar coordinate system (r, ϕ), which describes the position of the orbiting body with respect to the central one, from the equation of motion one can get the differential equation for the relative distance [20] - [21] :
where the constant
Λc 2 is the local quadratic Hubble constant, and L is the conserved angular momentum per mass ( L = r × v). In polar coordinates the angular is:
where v tan is the tangential velocity.
If we were to go far beyond the Local Group, one would have to take into account the complete scale parameter a(t) which would includes the dark matter contribution for the expansion. The dependence of the distance goes as:
where the scale parameter should be affected from the cosmological constant Ω Λ and the dark matter
However, in our case, where the maximum distance is around 1M pc (up to 30 M pc) we should include only the local effect of the cosmological constant as Eq. (2.6), based on Ref. [15] , which state that for local scales the expansion of space time is governed without effects of dark matter on the local scale parameter. Since the force is time independent, an integration of the equation yields:
with the effective potential:
For this potential the minimal distance cannot be zero, but should be a minimal distance. One can see in the left panel of Fig. (1) that there are two extremal points. The closer one is a minimum and the other is a maximum. For small distances there is a region of the potential that allows for bound states. For larger distances the repulsive force arising from the cosmological constant makes impossible any bound structure, so the cosmological constant gives us a bound on the maximum size of the bound systems.
The natural units for the LG dynamics
The basic equation for the simplest model is Eq. (2.6). We can express the time in units relative of the time of the universe:t := t/t u (2.12) so today t = 13.7Gyr = 1t u . Eq. (2.6) can be rescaled as:
whereL is the angular momentum in units of the rescaled time. The dimensionless coupling reads H Λ t u ≈ 0.62. Moreover, the standard distance r s is:
Using those units, from the latest measurements of M31 one can get the current values of the distance and the velocities of M31:
which measured in Ref. [7] . v rad is the radial velocity towards the Milky Way galaxy. The updated Gaia measurements give a new large range for the tangential velocity, which obtain in Ref. [14] :
where v tan is the tangential velocity. In their original research from 2012, Ref. [7] mentions a smaller range for the possible tangential velocity of M 31: 18) where the error bars are in 1σ. In this paper we compare between those two ranges. Ref. [22] claims larger tangential velocity, which will be discussed in further publication. Due to the fact that that the current relative distance between the galaxies is in the same order of the standard distance r s , one has to take the effects of the cosmological constant into account in addition to gravitational effects. The TA has been used in order to estimate the mass of the LG. We restricts our self to a simple basis of the TA as an isolated, two dimensional system. Galaxies are modeled as point masses. Moreover, the Galaxy pairs are isolated, therefore, there are no external gravitational fields. The "initial condition" of the model is r(t = 0) → 0, which refers to the big bang.
LG mass from GR
The method
In order to calculate the mass of the Local group we changed the direction of time by considering the opposite direction of the velocity att = 1, which will be our initial conditions. We evaluate the measured distance of M 31 to obtain what should be the distance at t = 0, for different LG masses. In the left panel of Figure ( 3) we can see the distance for the big bang for one dimensional case (with no tangential velocity) vs. the masses of LG, with the cosmological constant, and without the cosmological constant. In the right panel of Figure  ( 3) we can see the relative distance between the galaxies with or without the cosmological constant vs. the cosmic time. The difference between the solutions is not so high, however, the masses that fit for those solution have distinguishable values. When we didn't consider a cosmological constant, the mass obtained for the LG is: while, considering a cosmological constant, the mass obtained becomes 13% higher:
This result was obtained in Ref. [11] . The complete analyses for many different dark energy models was done in Ref. [23] . Due to the fact that the tangential velocity in much lower than the radial velocity, one can estimate the model only for one dimensional case. However, evaluating the numerical solution for the distance (back in time) after approaching r → 0, a singularity breaks the evaluation, because of the term 7.77 ± 6.11 Table 1 . The predicted mass of the Local Group vs. the number of encounters with or without a cosmological constant background with the updated Gaia measured tangential velocity [14] . The minimal relative distance during the motion is also presented in Kpc.
size of the LG could not approach zero, and the evaluation of the solution for different masses could also present higher masses that give the same initial and final conditions, with past encounters (PE) of the LG.
Considering an angular momentum
We used the same method also to extract the mass of the LG, but in addition to the contribution of the angular momentum, which was estimated by the tangential velocity (the minimal measured value). The spectrum of masses versus the evaluated distance in the big bang (t = 0) is presented in Fig. (5) . One can see that there are several masses which fits to the initial condition of the big bang (r(t) → 0) because of the the existence of the angular momentum. Any additional encounter presents in the plot as additional minimum. The minimal distances are represented in table (1) . The minimal distance is also presented in the table. One can see that the minimal distances for this model are in units of Kpc. A simple data fit yields the connection between the number of encounters n and the predicted mass of the LG, with no cosmological constant:
or with a cosmological constant:
where the Pearson's correlation coefficient R 2 for the data fit gives number very close to one for both cases. Considering the angular momentum reduce the predicted mass. With no cosmological constant background, the presence with the angular momentum reduce the predicted mass from 4.20·10 12 M to 3.65·10 12 M . With a cosmological constant background the reduction is from 4.76 · 10 12 M to 4.13 · 10 12 M . For any additional encounter, the predicted mass should be a few times higher, but the difference between presence or absence of the cosmological constant background decreases meaningfully. The prediction for higher mass for past encounters could be predicted from the dimensional analyses of the right hand side of Eq. (2.6). past encounters rescaled the time in the right hand side and therefore impose higher mass for the left hand side. This is only an intuitive explanation which was confirmed from the numerical solution. From the numerical solution of Eq. (2.6) higher predicted masses give the same final conditions with higher encounters. Fig. (7) presents the numerical solution for the relative distance for different masses and different encounters. In the left panel presents the motion for different cases. We used the integration of theθ term from Eq. (2.7) in order to calculate the angle:
The final conditions for the numerical solution was ϕ(t = 1) = 0. One can that higher encounters give shorter distance for the semi-minor axes. In addition, there is a small shift for the angle which could be calculated from this model. Table 2 . The predicted mass of the Local Group vs. the number of encounters with or without a cosmological constant background, with the original measured tangential velocity [7] . The minimal relative distance during the motion is also presented in Kpc.
Comparison of the impact of tangential velocity measurements on the LG mass
Ref. [7] mention a smaller range for the possible tangential velocity of M 31 which is different from the current Gaia measurements. In order to have the complete analyses one can see the in table (2) the predicted mass for several past encounters. The standard deviation is around 10 10 M · . The predicted values are slightly shift but not with a huge difference, as long as the radial velocity is much dominant.
Modified Newtonian Dynamics
Basic formulation
The fundamental approach of MOND [24] - [25] consists of changing Newton's Second Law (NSL), instead of adding dark matter, in order to explain the flat rotation curve of galaxies. Millgrom's suggestion was to modify N.S.L by considering a function of the acceleration:
The simple MOND representation uses the function:
while the standard representation uses the function:
For a a 0 both functions µ 
There are two different contributions to the acceleration. One is the angular momentum term ( L 2 r 3 ) which is part from the size of the radial accelerationr, and the gravitational part with the cosmological constant, which is related to the generalized Newtonian force g N :
The connection between those contributions is different due to the MOND special function.
In the simple approach, the connection reads:
while the standard MOND special function gives the connection:
In order to keep the direction in the same direction of the Newtonian force and the modified acceleration we introduce the sign of the Newtonian contribution in the equation, to force the MOND force and the Newtonian contribution to point in the same direction. In the deep MOND regime the modification will be:
which is the low accelerations limit for both functions.
The LG as a lab for MOND
The current accelerations terms are in the order of one Mpc per universe time squared:
as we can calculate from the known measurements. However, the critical acceleration of MOND is two orders higher: 11) which implies that the deep MOND regime can be taken. However, it is preferable to take the exact solution, due to the fact that in the history of the LG, the relative distance was much lower, and therefore the acceleration approached also the Newtonian limit.
With the same method that used for the Newtonian gravity, all of the versions of MOND (simple, standard and deep) predicted a very low mass to the LG partially to the Newtonian gravity:
M LG = (2.28 ± 0.05) · 10 10 M , (4.12) while, considering a cosmological constant, the mass obtained becomes 2 orders higher:
but still one order smaller from the predicted value of the Newtonian gravity. Adding a cosmological constant to the acceleration term, produces a small difference between the simple version of MOND versus the others. That difference is reduced when we demand the initial condition r(t = 0) = 0, and yields the same masses.
Presence of angular momentum
Performing tangential velocity as the source for the angular momentum yields the two dimensional solution. In Fig (9) one can see the spectrum of the mass vs. the distance close to the big bang. Table ( 2) presents the predicted values for the standard MOND extracted from the figure.
All of the functions were tested and give different results. However one can see that the Deep MOND special function approaches to standard MOND special function faster then the simple MOND function. This fact is very intuitive due to the limit of a a 0 so the quadratic ratio ( a 0 a ) 2 bigger then 1 higher from the linear ratio ( a 0 a ). Therefore the standard function that contains the on over the root of the quadratic ratio ( a 0 a ) 2 approach the low accelerations limit (the Deep MOND function) faster then the one over the linear ratio. The first peak refers to two encounters (not one), the second peak refers to three encounters and ext. The first encounter does not appear under this method due to the presence of the angular momentum and the cosmological constant. A data fit yields the connection between the number of encounters n and the predicted mass of the LG for the standard MOND function:
Past Encounters Mass
12 M , (4.14)
where R 2 = 0.98. In order to investigate the two dimensional solution, as we discussed for the Newtonian case, we reserve the angle for the angular motion. Figure (10 ) presents the solution for the angular motion under the standard MOND function behavior. The main difference between the Newtonian gravitational solutions and the standard MOND solution is the periastron advanced when more then one encounter takes part in the history of universe. While in the Newtonian gravity periastron advanced is negligible, the standard MOND yields a big periastron advanced. This was also predicted by Ref. [26] although the other models didn't take into account the cosmological constant in addition to MOND.
Discussion
In this paper we correlate the mass of LG with the number of past encounters using the Timing Argument. Even though that the latest Gaia measurements analyses [14] do not imply for past encounters between the Milky Way and Andromeda, those analyses produce a strong theoretical statement for the Local Group mass. The basic assumptions of the model are treating the MW and M31 galaxies as point particles that emerge briefly after the big bang at a very small distance. In order to have the same final conditions for the M31 distance and velocity at the present time, one can extract the mass for the LG. Fig. (11) summarizes the predicted masses for the LG. By adding a cosmological constant background, the extracted Figure 10 . The upper graph presents the relative distance of the LG for two, three and four encounters, under the standard MOND behavior. The lower graphs present the two dimensional motion of the same solutions, where the left plot represents two encounters, the middle one represents three encounters and the right one represents four encounters. mass needed to be 13% higher as compared to the case without a cosmological constant [10] [11] [23] . Other tests for the LG mass yield the same orders of magnitudes, as Ref. [4] . However, we observed that the presence of the angular momentum change the difference to 35%.
As observed in Ref. [15] up to 30 Mpc the expansion of space time is governed only by the cosmological constant without effects of dark matter on the local scale. Therefore in our analysis of the Local Group, we avoided the part of the Hubble Parameter which includes dark matter contribution. Unlike Ref. [27] where the dark matter contribution was considered in addition to the MOND. One should point out however that MOND is a theory that aims to replace dark matter, so it seems inconsistent to use MOND in a background cosmological background generated by dark matter, so we have chosen not to do this. Fortunately, this is not necessary since, as we have mentioned, the cosmological effects on the local scale can be addressed only by the cosmological constant which we incorporated as part of the Newtonian acceleration.
Fundamentally, MOND and the Cosmological Principle are incompatible, as it has been shown in Ref. [18] . Newtonian gravity allows us to transform to another accelerated frame which generates a uniform gravitational potential, which is compensated by a linear transformation of the Newtonian potential which leaves Newton's equations and Poisson equation invariant. This symmetry is correlated to the translation symmetry of the Newtonian cosmology, where observing the Universe from another "center" corresponds to shifting to another accelerated frame, but where all the laws remain invariant. All this breaks down for MOND. Conceptually relative acceleration in MOND does not exist and since we would like to approach for any galaxy the limit of small acceleration (in the halo of the galaxies), this presents a problem, since zero acceleration limit could be probably satisfied only for one galaxy in the Universe. In addition from the basis of the cosmological principle, there is no difference between accelerated frames and inertial frames. This equivalence contradicts the main assumption MOND, that separates very differently between low and high accelerations, with respect to a 0 . We conclude that MOND is not a complete theory, which should be amended to preserve the cosmological principle. However, a local version (not a cosmological one) of MOND could be use as a good toy model, which is applied here.
Using the minimal measured tangential velocity yields the total angular momentum for the LG. In the Newtonian case, by considering the angular momentum, the predicted mass becomes lower (3.36 +1.14 −0.7 · 10 12 M ), however considering the effect of the cosmological constant gives the opposite effect and larger (4.54 +1.2 −0.75 · 10 12 M ). The presence of an angular momentum prevents singularities, that under this model gives the option for past encounters. However, since the angular momentum is not large enough, the impact parameter is still smaller than the size of the galaxies, therefore the LG is unlikely to survive with MW and M31 still as independent galaxies after any such encounter. We find that any additional encounters are associated with higher mass for the LG. The periastron shift that emerges from additional encounter is very small for the Newtonian case.
MOND is a formulation where the modification for the inertia should replace the dark matter. The ratio between the dark matter and baryonic matter according to the ΛCDM model is around six, where for different galaxies it was studied to be up to approximately ten [28] , but on average it's should coincide with the cosmological ratio. Therefore, if the Newtonian TA produces around 4 · 10 12 M , so the baryonic matter should be around 0.4 · 10 12 M also for the MOND case. In the context of MOND we examined three different functions for the MOND expression that replaces Newton's second law. We study first the standard MOND function that approaches the deep MOND regime much faster than the simple MOND function, then we consider the standard MOND function. In the case that we do not consider angular momentum, the predicted baryonic mass: 2.28 · 10 10 M with no a cosmological constant or 0.45 · 10 12 M with a cosmological constant background. When the case of angular momentum is considered, only the motion with two encounters yields the same order of the baryonic mass required by the know luminous matter, i.e., 0.49 ± 0.03 · 10 12 M . This appears problematic because this large number of past encounters are likely to produce a merger of the LG into one galaxy, as discussed in Ref. [29] , or at least produce significant disruptions one the two galaxies, like significant presence of extra galactic stars, which are not observed. Although we modelled the galaxies as a point particles, our calculations give a flavour to how the LG mass varies with the number of past encounters. In a future research it will be more exact and do an N-body simulation for the LG and see what are consequences of multiple encounters. From what we know, more than one encounter will probably collapse M31 and MW into one galaxy. In contrast, Ref. [16] - [17] claim from N-body simulation that the galaxies did not merger. However, it seems that the Newtonian model is more likely. Dynamical friction between the dark matter halos might make a past encounter less likely in ΛCDM and it also makes very close encounters unlikely in MOND (as the baryonic components overlap) [27] . [14] used the new Gaia PM measurements, combined with the existing measurements to perform numerical orbit integrations. Those analyses implies that M31 must be on its first infall, and therefore with no past encounters.
Finally, it will be important to extend the analysis to modified theories of gravity that predict a linear component in the gravitational potential instead of modifying the inertia as MOND. This model could be useful in order to test the validity those theories, whenever the predicted mass would be much smaller than the Newtonian model. These models could arise from conformal gravity as in Ref. [30] or as in the case of describing dark matter as a scalar field with a diffusive dynamics, as discussed in Ref. [31] .
A Contour Plots
Due the uncertainty of the initial condition, we also presents contour plots for Newtonian gravity: The contour plots for the standard MOND function are: Figure 12 . A contour plot of the predicted mass for the LG vs. the measured values of relative distance and velocities, in the case of Newtonian gravity with a cosmological constant, including one encounter at the past. 
